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Story

No sex – for unbelievable ten months. This is the time Charlotte learnt for her exam. And for what? A boring

career at the law office of Dr Krause and a new single apartment sponsored by her parents. Of course

that’s sounds nice, but will that be the end of fun – at the age of 25?

But it turns out to be different. After a short time Charlotte has to move to her friend Luise because her flat

got burnt down. This completely changes her life. She meets a cute guy who seems not to be a very nice

one and buys her first sexy lingerie. Soon she feels like playing in a soap opera. Why not writing everything

down and send it to a magazine or something. Is it possible to make this for a living?

Sophie Benning

After she was thrown from her first furnished apartment – much like our protagonists – Sophie Benning

shared a flat with her friends. She stayed in it during her studies as a graphic designer. Of course there

were days when the three women sat in the kitchen planning how to get rid of the male flat mates without

attracting attention … But so far she always made her peace with the male population and decided to put off
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the perfect crime to another day. But one thing is for sure: Sophie and her friends know that the perfect man

still has to be born.

More titles by this author

How to Fall Madly out of Love What if Mr Right Takes a Left

Turn?
How to Tame Hormones
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